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Abstract 
In recent years, microtransactions have become a norm for monetization and a standard             
business model in free-to-play games. This is something that affects multiple individuals and             
has caused quite a stir among players. Through this research, we want to gain an               
understanding of why some microtransaction types might be considered more acceptable than            
others. In addition, to gaining potential data that could possibly give us a look into the future                 
of the design of microtransactions. We have gathered our data by conducting online chat              
based semi-structured interviews with current and former university students studying game           
design at Uppsala University.  
The research found that game design students have a predominantly negative opinion about             
most microtransactions, especially when they were affecting the gameplay, contrary to when            
they were not. 
 
Key words: cosmetics, dark design, dark patterns, freemium, free-to-play games, gaming           
community, in-game items, loot boxes, microtransactions, online PC games, pay-to-win,          
surprise mechanics, video games, virtual currencies. 
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Terminology  
 
Freemium: Free-to-play 
Gaming: The act of playing video games 
Gamer: An individual that enjoys playing various types of digital or online games 
Grinding: Performing repetitive and tedious tasks 
Micropayment: Any small online transaction 
Monetization: The process used to generate revenue from a video game product. 
PC: Personal Computer 
Pay-or-wait: A purchase that allows players to skip grinding in-game 
Pay-to-win: A purchase that gives an advantage to paying players over non-paying players 
Player: Consumer of a video game 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



1. Introduction 
In recent years, microtransactions have become a norm for monetization and a standard             
business model in free-to-play games, as mentioned in Vasquez (2018). This allows players             
to play a game that is completely free upfront but any additional content is locked behind                
microtransactions. From a business standpoint, incorporating microtransaction systems is an          
opportunity to earn prots long term and seen as a good thing for game developers. Whilst in                 
the online PC gaming community, the topic of microtransactions is seen as very controversial              
(Anderton, 2018). “Game designers are typically regarded as advocates for players.           
However, a game creator’s interests may not align with the players” (Zagal et al. 2013 p.7)                
and the latter part is where a potential problem may arise. 
 
This thesis aims to explore the game design aspect of microtransactions through the             
perception of current and former game design students. We hope that through our research,              
we will learn more about the ways in which game design students perceive microtransactions              
in free-to-play online PC games. We also hope to gain an understanding of why some               
microtransaction types might be considered more acceptable than others (Anderton, 2018).           
Additionally, we will hopefully gain some potential data that could possibly give us a look               
into the future of the design of microtransactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



2. Background 
 
2.1 Microtransactions 
A microtransaction is any payment made for purchasing additional content for video games,             
regardless of the price. Whereas a micropayment, includes any low amount of payment,             
regardless of the payment purpose. The key difference being that they are mainly determined              
by purpose, not by the amount as mentioned by Tomić (2017). Currently, microtransactions             
are seen as quite a controversial issue that affects both the PC gaming community and the                
game developers (Anderton, 2018). As stated by Duverge (2016), in-game currencies,           
random chance purchases, in-game items and expiration, are the four main types of             
microtransactions found in games and apps. For the purposes of this study, we have the               
following categories: 

➢ Cosmetics: This is a microtransaction that only alters the appearance of something            
and does not alter the balance of the game. Examples of these are emotes and skins                
(for weapons, characters, items, etc). This allows players to be able to express             
themselves, as well as customize in-game items and characters to their liking. 

➢ In-game Items: This is a microtransaction that allows for the purchase of items that              
can potentially alter the balance and experience of the game. This may allow a player               
to get an advantage over another player due to their purchase of in-game items, this is                
known as pay-to-win. For example, weapons, characters, premium vehicles, mounts,          
etc.  

➢ Surprise Mechanics: This is a microtransaction that allows the player to purchase a             
set, box or chest without knowing the exact contents of that purchase, this is known as                
a loot box. This is perhaps the most controversial type due to its resemblance to               
games of chance that are commonly heavily regulated and age restricted (Hoggins,            
2018). 

➢ Virtual Currencies: This is a microtransaction that serves as a premium in-game            
currency and is often represented in games as gold or gems. Additionally, they can be               
used to buy in-game items, cosmetics, chance purchases, etc. 

 
2.2 Free-to-play Games 
Free-to-play games allow players to be able to play a “fully functional” game but in order to                 
access any additional content they must purchase microtransactions. This is a business model             
known as freemium. As mentioned by Alomari et al. (2016), this means that the game is                
completely free from the start to play, but any additional content is locked behind              
microtransactions. In some cases, this can potentially make the game unplayable due to             
imbalance, lack of content, etc. Previously, the more traditional business model known as the              
pay-to-play or premium model, was based around the concept that players will make a one               
time purchase for a fully fledged game (Alomari et al. 2016). The freemium model was               
created by the game industry as a way to earn additional prots from their products.               
Additionally, the profits from microtransactions could potentially outweigh the prots from a            
one-time-purchase of a game (Anderton, 2018). 



 
2.3 Dark Design  
Following the definition of (Zagal et al. 2013 p.7) “a dark game design pattern is a pattern                 
used intentionally by a game creator to cause negative experiences for players which are              
against their best interests and likely to happen without their consent”. For this particular              
thesis, we will be using these definitions of dark and light design: 

➢ Dark Design: Any microtransaction that does negatively affect the gameplay, give           
advantages to other players, or impact other player's experience in-game would be            
considered most often an unacceptable form of a monetization design. 

➢ Light Design: Any microtransaction that does not negatively affect the gameplay,           
give advantages to other players, or impact other player's experience in-game would            
be considered most often an acceptable form of a monetization design.  

 
As mentioned by Zagal et al. (2013), they were able to identify numerous dark design               
patterns that they could then divide into three categories known as temporal dark patterns,              
monetary dark patterns and social capital-based dark patterns (time, money and social            
capital). The patterns that were identified in this research can be found below, divided into               
the three categories: 
 
2.3.1 Temporal Dark Patterns 

➢ Grinding: Is a way of getting the player to unnecessarily spending time in a game for                
the purpose of prolonging the game’s duration by repeatedly performing repetitive           
and tedious tasks. For example by repeatedly killing the same enemies over and over,              
just to gain an experience level, loot, access to new abilities, etc. As per Zagal et al.                 
(2013 p.7), grinding can be considered to be a dark design pattern due to the fact that                 
numerous players have difficulties estimating precisely how much time the game will            
actually require.  

➢ Playing by Appointment: Requires that players play at specific times (and or dates)             
as determined by the game, rather than the players. An example of this is farm games                
that allow the players to plant crops, which can in turn be harvested for experience               
(xp), in-game currency, in-game items, etc. Each type of crop takes a certain amount              
of real-time before it is ready to be harvested. If a crop is not harvested within a                 
certain amount of time after it is ready to be harvested, it withers and loses its value.                 
As a consequence, the player could potentially feel compelled to play according to the              
schedules the game offers, rather than their personal desires or schedule. 

 
2.3.2 Monetary Dark Patterns 

➢ Pay-to-Skip: Being required to pay to continue playing has been a typical part of              
video games since the early days (arcade). A player would be able to pay to resume                
playing from where they lost ( “insert coin to continue”). Nowadays, rather than             
encouraging players to pay more in order to continue their game, they allow players to               
pay in order to advance in the game. For example, by purchasing special in-game              



items that automatically allow the players to pass the level that they may be struggling               
with. This is a dark pattern that often appears together with grinding. 

➢ Pre Delivered content: Is a pattern where certain in-game content or functions is             
present with the game (already existing files), but is unavailable until the player pays              
an additional fee. For example in-game characters, all are present in the game but not               
all of them are available to the player at the start. 

➢ Monetized rivalries: Is a dark design pattern that takes advantage of player            
competitiveness. This design encourages players to spend money they perhaps would           
not do otherwise in order to achieve a higher or better in-game status (rank). This is                
known as pay-to-win. Games that use this pattern, encourage this kind of behavior in              
numerous ways. For example, by showing your in-game statistics compared to the rest             
of the team, your overall match rank, etc.  

 
2.3.3 Social Capital-Based Dark Patterns 

➢ Social Pyramid schemes: His is a pattern that encourages players to play with other              
players. For example, games can have certain missions that encourage players to play             
with other players together in a party or squad in order to complete quests. These               
missions can potentially grant additional in-game currency and more in-game content           
compared to had the player played alone. 

➢ Impersonation: Allows players to see representations of their friends or other players            
in their own games. Players may occasionally receive notifications of actions           
performed by their friends. For example, “someone has sent you a gift”, “One of your               
neighbors need help”, etc. The problem arises when “the game impersonates other            
players by communicating actions they never performed thus misleading the player           
about the activities of their friends in the game” (Zagal et al. 2013). 

 
2.4 Game Design Psychology  
Microtransactions have become a norm for monetization, and is a business model most             
commonly found in free-to-play games. As a consequence, there has been a rise of              
controversies surrounding microtransactions. An example of this is gambling, as said by T.             
Latvala (2019): “Recently, there has been controversy about loot boxes being a type of              
gambling. Hence, there are many concerns regarding children and other vulnerable           
populations in being exposed to these forms of gambling.”. Other examples include cognitive             
influence and psychological abuse, this was mentioned by J. Mackiewicz (2013): ”Since we             
value things we own higher, our mental reserves can easily be sapped by monotonous tasks,               
and we like to improve ourselves through feelings of benign envy; free-to-play games exploit              
all of these factors to get people to spend money – humans are easily manipulative creatures,                
and their cognitive reasoning as well as their sociocultural principles can easily be             
influenced or abused.”. As mentioned by A. Uysal and M. Kosa (2017), the model of               
microtransactions seems to exploit psychological research for the purpose of increasing the            
companies profits. Additionally, it can potentially prey upon human external motivators.           
External Motivators as defined by T. Legg (2017), as performing a task that might not be                



enjoyable, the motivation for completing the task is some sort of prize. The prize being               
anything from a grade, money, fame, to even things like avoiding judgement.  
 
2.4.1 Ego Depletion Theory 
J. Maskiewicz (2013) brings the Ego Depletion theory (Baumeister et al. 1998) to a new light                
and explains how it is relevant to free-to-play games. Ego Depletion is a theory that explains                
how humans have a limited amount of mental energy. If that energy is spent on mental tasks                 
and making decisions, the person will be less motivated to complete any other intellectual              
tasks afterwards as proven by Baumeister et al. (1998) in their experiments. J. Maskiewicz              
(2013) mentions, how tiresome and repetitive tasks in games can push the players towards              
Ego Depletion leading them to feel like they would rather spend money to skip or speed up                 
moments that depletes their mental energy. 
 
2.4.2 Social Comparisons and Malicious Envy 
E. R. K. Evers et al. (2015) talks about how the design of microtransaction leads players to                 
having negative experiences in games. These specific issues stem from social comparisons,            
leading players to compare themselves to each other. For example, if there are in-game items               
that are only gained through microtransactions, additionally these in-game items provide           
in-game advantages. This could potentially cause an internal conflict between the players            
who have purchased those items and those who have not. The non-paying players would              
arguably compare themselves to the paying players, because the paying players could be             
more powerful in-game or have higher status in the game because of those said items. This                
design was proven to push non-paying players to feel frustrated and resent paying players.              
This type of situation would create a toxic environment in the game community making a               
group of non-paying players isolate the paying players. J. Mackiewicz (2013) points out that              
players who feel that fellow gamers have gained the upper hand simply by paying money               
might create a feeling of malicious envy directed towards paying players. This shows that              
humans feel more malicious envy towards others when they feel like their achievements             
possibly were not gained fairly. J. Mackiewicz (2013) points out that players consider gains              
gotten through microtransactions unfair. Which makes non-paying players feel generally          
frustrated and treat the paying players negatively. This leads to non-paying players wanting to              
catch up to the paying players, whether that’s rank, etc. J. Mackiewicz (2013) states that this                
most often leads to non-paying players purchasing microtransactions in order to stay in             
competition with paying players. 
 
2.4.3 Digital Deals 
J. Madigan (2015) talks about digital deals that affect and take advantage of human              
psychology. For the purpose of our thesis, the scenario that was provided will be slightly               
altered to fit into the category of microtransactions. The only change is that the steam sale                
scenario will be replaced with a in-game shop scenario. For example, an in-game shop offers               
a package of in-game items for a much lower price, rather than buying the items individually                
at a much higher price. This particular package contains five in-game items valued for              



19.99$, if bought individually, all of these items cost 49.99$ in total. This strategy takes               
advantage of our psychology where it is believed that us humans “have limited cognitive              
processing power at any one time” (J. Madigan, 2015). Our brains find it easier to see the                 
value of the deal over the actual need of owning all these items. Additionally, our brains                
choose not to do all of the work by thinking this through. These psychological shortcuts work                
well throughout our lives, but a specially engineered system can take advantage of them.  
 
2.4.4 Loot boxes and Gambling 
T. Latvala (2019) investigated the connection between loot boxes, gambling and           
microtransactions. It was discovered that there were many similarities between gambling and            
loot boxes. The biggest correlations between the two was the excitement of feeling the risk               
while playing, the possibility of winning goods and the lack of escapism. Additionally, the              
research also points out that opening loot boxes is seen as more enjoyable and fun compared                
to gambling. The explanation is that there is the possibility of gambling being seen as a more                 
serious activity than loot boxes.  
 
T. Latvala (2019) concludes that loot boxes have heavy similarities to gambling, but it              
depends on the game and what the loot boxes contain. Their argument is that the excitement                
of opening loot boxes has even become a form of entertainment given that some people               
record themselves while they open loot boxes to share it on the internet. Latvala (2019)               
claims that loot boxes that cannot be cashed out or ones that do not affect the gameplay                 
would not be considered gambling because they lack the main elements of gambling. Finally,              
Latvala (2019) states that even though there should be laws and legislations for loot boxes,               
caution is to be advised so that these legislations will not influence loot boxes that lack the                 
gambling elements. 
 
2.4.5 Random Reward Mechanisms  
R. Lunedal Nielsen and P. Grabarczyk (2018) talk about how loot boxes contain different              
random reward mechanics (RRM) and how these can be psychologically exploitative. For            
example, the system of putting rarities on game objects like “common”, “uncommon”, “rare”             
and “very rare” creates a phenomenon that forces the consumer to keep buying loot boxes,               
chest or card packs if they want to find the more valuable goods. This system creates an                 
artificial scarcity, which is not truly about randomness but is rather designed and limited for               
the purpose of larger gain for the company and developers. R. Lunedal Nielsen and P.               
Grabarczyk (2018) argue that there is a new trend, where opening boxes, chest and card packs                
is recognized as entertainment itself, and that it is not about winning anymore. This type of                
entertainment derives from opening packs which would then be followed by sounds,            
animations, flashes and celebration effects that would transform the opening and revealing of             
said pack into a type of entertainment. R. Lunedal Nielsen and P. Grabarczyk (2018) also               
compares a lot of aspects of gambling and RRMs together which is when a lot of patterns and                  
similarities start to emerge. As an example, sound effects is a way to increase the excitement                
and drama of random reward mechanics. Sound effects create a richer experience for players              



while they for example, open a loot box. Additionally, some RRMs show what the player               
could have gotten if they were lucky, this system creates an illusion that can trick the player                 
into believing that they might win a “very rare” gun if they try again. 
 
Lastly T. Latvala (2019) mentions in their paper that the existence of keys can be seen as the                  
game giving you a loot box to tease the player by giving a false feeling of a possible reward.                   
In truth, the player might be tricked into buying a key with real money to open that loot box. 
 
2.4.6 Motivation behind Aesthetic Purchases 

R. Bruno (2017) came to the conclusion that the purchases of aesthetic items by              
microtransactions satisfies players “hedonic and conspicuous consumption necessities, to         
fulfill their extended self needs”. Bruno (2017) describes it as a way to satisfy a player’s                
emotional and symbolic needs and compares it to owning art. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



3. Purpose & Research Question 
The goal of our thesis is to gain a better, as well as deeper understanding of how in what                   
ways do game design students perceive microtransactions in free-to-play online PC games.            
We aim to explore their thoughts surrounding the topic, what they think about the design of                
microtransactions, in addition to their general insight of the topic. Therefore our research             
question is: 

➢ “In what ways do game design students perceive microtransactions in free-to-play           
online PC games?” 

We hope that through our research, we will learn more about the ways in which game design                 
students perceive microtransactions in free-to-play online PC games. We also hope to gain an              
understanding of why some microtransaction types might be considered more acceptable than            
others (Anderton, 2018). From the interviews, we will hopefully gain some potential data that              
could possibly give us a look into the future of the design of microtransactions since we are                 
possibly interviewing future game developers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



4. Method 
 
4.1 Structure 
In order to investigate our research question, we determined that a qualitative method was a               
more effective approach to get the type of data that is needed for this research.  
 
4.2  Data Gathering 
To gather the required data we conducted online chat based semi-structured interviews with             
ten current and former university students studying game design at Uppsala University -             
Campus Gotland. We specifically chose to do semi-structured interviews to collect the            
required data in order to be able to ask open-ended questions that could potentially further               
lead into a discussion with the interviewee about their perceptions regarding the topic. This              
particular group was chosen because they have a unique insight when it comes to              
microtransactions from both being a player and game design student.  
 
4.3  Interview Guidelines 
We created an interview guide based on Cote and Raz (2015), composed of an introductory               
script, some basic demographic questions, warm-up questions, and substantive questions.          
Additionally, prior to the interview we asked each respondent two screening questions. First,             
we wanted to make sure if they knew what a microtransaction was. Secondly, due to the fact                 
that we are investigating about the perception of microtransactions in free-to-play online PC             
games, we wanted to make sure that they have played these types of games previously. The                
introductory script was used to open up the interview, presenting the thesis and its purpose.               
The participants were also informed about the data collection procedure and the respondents’             
confidentiality (GDPR). In addition to that their participation is voluntary and at any given              
time the respondent can discontinue the interview.  
 
At the start of the interview, we asked some basic demographic questions regarding the              
participants’ age, nationality, as well as their minor in the degree program. These questions              
also potentially served as warm-up questions, as a way to respond to simple questions to start                
the interview with. We then asked the participants about the type of games that they play, in                 
order to direct the focus to be about games. In addition to potentially put the participants at                 
ease while talking about their interests. 
 
Lastly, for the core of the interview we asked substantive questions centered around more              
in-depth questions to gain a better understanding of the respondents' perceptions surrounding            
the design of microtransactions and their general opinion. For further information, refer to             
Appendix A for the interview guidelines. 
 
4.4  Thematic Analysis 
For the analysis method, we chose to use a thematic analysis in order to analyze the data that                  
was obtained from the interviews. The transcribed text from the interviews were broken             



down, to be able to look for patterns and in order to identify any recurring themes or                 
concepts. As mentioned by Cote and Raz (2015), this is known as “coding and              
categorization”. 
 
4.5 Alternative Methods  
Considering that our research is about how things are perceived, we could have lost out on                
potential data or possible new insights if we would have decided to do a quantitative method                
since it’s centered around numerical data. It's a lot easier to gain a better understanding of a                 
person's perceptions through a qualitative method via semi-structured interviews. With          
closed-ended survey questions, people are unable to express their thoughts and simply answer             
pre-planned questions. 
 
4.6 Limitations 
Considering that we are only sampling a small portion of the online PC gaming community,               
our focus group will not fully be a representative of that community as a whole. As such, we                  
will only be able to make a conclusion based on the data we have collected and interpreted.  
Additionally, we only have a sample size of ten game designers coming from the same               
university. Which could potentially impact how they perceive microtransactions compared to           
another game design student from a different school. Furthermore, the online chat based             
semi-structured interviews might have limited the respondents’ involvement in their          
responses since they had to manually write them down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Results and Analysis 
We conducted a total of ten semi-structured interviews with current and former game design              
students at Uppsala University - Campus Gotland. All of the interviews were conducted             
through text based chat. From the semi-structured interviews we were able to identify 6              
themes, these themes were then divided into three categories. These categories and themes             
can be found in Table 1. 
 

Category Themes 

Design Dark Design, Light Design 

Ethics Gambling, Psychology  

Player Insight Negative Emotional Value, Positive Emotional Value 

 
Table 1: Categories and Themes 

 
5.1 Demographics 
The participants that took part in the interviews were between the ages of 23 and 46, and had                  
a wide range of different nationalities. The exact demographics that show the distribution of              
ages and nationalities are listed below in Table 2, in no particular participant order.  
 

Age Nationality 

23 Czech 

23 Finnish 

23 Swedish 

23 Swedish 

24 Bulgarian 

24 Romanian 

24 Swedish 

25 Italian 

27 Indian 

46 Swedish 
 

Table 2: Demographics 
 
 



Pie chart 1 displays the distribution of the minors in the game design degree within our                
sample size. 

 
Chart 1: Game Design Degree Minors 

5.2 Design 
The majority of the responses seemed to arguably follow a pattern surrounding the general              
design of both the game and microtransactions. Through the respondents answers we have             
formed a category called “Design”. The quotes from this category show possible connections             
to “Dark Design Patterns” as mentioned in Zagal et al. (2013). This led to the creation of two                  
main types of themes “Dark Design” and “Light Design”, based on the comments related to               
our definitions in section 2.3. 
 
For example, as quoted by participant 5: “I have only purchased virtual currency to try and                
escape grinding. A game offers you consumable items that you need to purchase to play the                
game but you need to grind money for it which may take time and could be seriously                 
boring.”. This comment could potentially be connected to Dark Design since the quoted             
answer describes a negative experience caused by the microtransaction. Furthermore, it could            
possibly be seen to repeat itself with other quotes. For example, participant 1 said: “There               
are games which claim to be free to play, but the gameplay becomes so difficult/annoying               
without spending money on these microtransactions. I think that's the bad part of this. When               
games claim to be free to play but practically force the player to spend money or not get                  
anywhere.”. This could also potentially fit in the definition of Dark Design, and will be               
further examined in section 6.1. Overall, there were several quotes from participants that             
could possibly be understood as that they had some sort of negative experience seemingly              
tied to the design of microtransactions. 
 
The theme “Light Design” is supposed to illustrate an “acceptable” form of microtransaction,             
that does not affect the gameplay and does not create a negative experience (as defined in                
section 2.3). For example, the quote by the participant 1: “I think skins are a good way for                  



companies to monetize their games. It provides a non-essential change to your character,             
which serves to satisfy both those who can spend the money and those who can't. At the same                  
time, the companies also get a revenue, without forcing out the players who can't pay for the                 
game.”. This quote seems to potentially link aesthetics together with a positive experience,             
additionally, the participant sees the design of these types of microtransactions as ones that              
does not spoil the game for them. 
 

Themes Participant Quote 

 
 

Dark Design 

 
 
1 

“There are games which claim to be free to play, but the 
gameplay becomes so difficult/annoying without spending money 

on these microtransactions. I think that's the bad part of this. 
When games claim to be free to play but practically force the 

player to spend money or not get anywhere.” 

 
 

Dark Design 

 
 
4 

“In certain games you can pay for the best items, then the one 
who has the most money will be "better" at the game than the 
one who has played it for possibly thousands of hours. "Pay to 

win" can literally take playing out of a game, which is especially 
unfair in online games.” 

 
 

Dark Design 

 
 
5 

“I have only purchased virtual currency to try and escape 
grinding. A game offers you consumable items that you need to 
purchase to play the game but you need to grind money for it 

which may take time and could be seriously boring.” 

 
 

Dark Design 

 
 
6 

“A bad implementation usually involves having the ability to 
skip progression unlike most non-paying players, or perhaps 
unlocking new abilities/characters/units that would somehow 

end up altering the gameplay to the point where players would 
not be on equal ground.” 

 
 

Dark Design 

 
 

10 

“I can understand how microtransactions would be a way for the 
developers to make money off of their game but I dislike the 
practice because sometimes the rest of the game would be 
designed around frustrating the player to make them buy 

currency to accelerate the waiting times, etc.” 

 
Light Design 

 
1 

“The main good thing I see about microtransactions is that it 
gives players the opportunity to play a game (possibly all aspects 

of the game) without needing a credit card or money.” 

 
 
 

Light Design 

 
 
 
1 

“I think skins are a good way for companies to monetize their 
games. It provides a non-essential change to your character, 

which serves to satisfy both those who can spend the money and 
those who can't. At the same time, the companies also get a 



revenue, without forcing out the players who can't pay for the 
game.” 

 
Light Design 

 
2 

“The only positive thing about microtransactions as said before, 
is having the items available not only by purchase but also by 

gaining experience or player rewards. And this can keep players 
motivated to play and unlock items.” 

 
Light Design 

 
5 

“Skins to me are the most acceptable form of microtransactions. 
It only serves as a visual upgrade (or downgrade depending on 

the person) and doesn't affect the gameplay at all.“ 

 
 

Light Design 

 
 
6 

“A good implementation of microtransactions is when they offer 
only cosmetic changes to the game: Skins, small model changes, 

effects - essentially anything that can alter the game's 
appearance without modifying the gameplay to the point of 

advantage/disadvantage while still gratifying the user” 

 
 
Light Design 

 
 
8 

“As a free-to-play model it works because you can pay what you 
want or nothing at all but there are no barriers to entry for 

people playing the game. You actually enjoyment from gaming 
without having to spend any money but if you would like you 

have the option to.” 

 
Table 3: Design 

 
5.3 Ethics 
The ethics category sums up the participants quotes that describe their experiences and             
opinions connected to use of gambling and psychology in the design of microtransactions in              
free-to-play games. Quotes like the one from participant 7: “The gambling aspect in a lot of                
microtransactions is unfair because there are often loot boxes in most free-to-play games and              
you don't know what the chances are of getting a certain cosmetic”. Brings up a recurring                
theme of “Gambling”, this particular quote seems to possibly link gambling and loot boxes              
together in the same category. This again, is pointed out by the participant 10: “The               
randomisation of crates is an example of gambling which when you open with bought keys               
provide goods of different values.“. 
Another recurring theme throughout the ethics category is the theme “Psychology”. This            
theme derives from quotes like the one from participant 8: “The design process based around               
pushing sales of microtransactions is a carefully crafted system to take advantage of human              
psychology. This means that they are designed to prey on the players in an attempt to trick                 
them into paying. It is extremely effective.”. The quote potentially connects the design of              
microtransactions with the possibility that it is taking “advantage of human psychology”.  
 
 
 



 
 

Themes Participant Quote 

 
 
 
 

Gambling 

 
 
 
 
1 

“For instance, loot boxes are usually cheaper than the more 
expensive purchasable stuff in the game (which are also 

available through the loot boxes). However, both locking content 
behind such loot boxes, and turning loot boxes into a "cash sink" 
may not be that good. It might be fun to engage in such a game 
of chance and it might even be "harmless" fun, if there are ways 

of obtaining loot boxes without payment.” 

 
Gambling 

 
7 

“The gambling aspect in a lot of microtransactions is unfair 
because there are often loot boxes in most free-to-play games 
and you don't know what the chances are of getting a certain 

cosmetic.” 

 
Gambling 

 
10 

“The randomisation of crates is an example of gambling which 
when you open with bought keys provide goods of different 

values.“ 

 
 

Psychology 

 
 
6 

“Usually overpricing items that are being sold in the 
microtransaction store, have a psychological effect. Such as 

using loot boxes to try and trick players into spending 
continuous amounts of money, having "limited" digital goods - 

which makes no sense given that it's digital.” 

 
 

Psychology 

 
 
8 

“The design process based around pushing sales of 
microtransactions is a carefully crafted system to take advantage 
of human psychology. This means that they are designed to prey 

on the players in an attempt to trick them into paying. It is 
extremely effective.” 

 
Table 4: Ethics 

 
5.4 Player Insight 
The category "Player Insight" was created due to the emotional values and connections that              
participants tied together with their game and microtransaction experiences. Within the           
category, we identified two themes: 
 
The theme “Negative Emotional Value” consists of quotes that could be described as players              
negative experiences with the designs. For Example, to quote the participant 7: “I don’t              
always feel like I am getting the same value of what I am paying for compared to what I                   
receive.”. 
 



The theme “Positive Emotional Value” does the exact opposite, it ties together quotes that              
mention the positive experiences of the participants like the quote by participant 1: “I like               
that cosmetics improves the way a character that I play a lot looks and feels.”. 
 

Themes Participant Quote 

Negative 
Emotional 

Value 

 
5 

“Skins are considered one of the few acceptable types of 
microtransactions and sadly game companies have started to 
overcharge for skins due to their popularity and that starts to 

ruin it for me a bit.” 

Negative 
Emotional 

Value 

 
7 

“I don’t always feel like I am getting the same value of what I 
am paying for compared to what I receive.” 

Positive 
Emotional 

Value 

 
1 

“I like that cosmetics improves the way a character that I play a 
lot looks and feels.” 

Positive 
Emotional 

Value 

 
7 

“Cosmetics allows me to make a purchase that can alter my 
in-game appearance, which in turn can make stand out a bit 

more. This makes me feel a bit special in a way.” 

 
Table 5: Player Insight 

  
  
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. Discussion 
By researching about “In what ways do game design students perceive microtransactions in             
free-to-play online PC games?” and by analyzing the perceptions, we have reached the             
following conclusions: 

➢ The perception of the participants is that the free-to-play games are designed to make              
the gameplay unfair, intentionally boring and frustrating to specifically push for           
microtransactions.  

➢ Loot boxes have been perceived as gambling by the participants. The           
microtransaction itself is seen as designed to maximize addiction, create an unfairness            
where the chance of getting items is unknown, give free boxes but force to buy a key                 
to open it and locking content. Additionally, it was pointed out that psychological             
tricks are used to make players spend more money on this type of microtransactions.  

➢ Certain people were of the opinion that human psychology is being taken advantage             
of by sales in in-game stores as well as creating an illusion that digital goods in those                 
stores are somehow “limited”.  

➢ Lastly there exists an understanding where the cosmetic types of microtransactions           
are seen as an acceptable form of making money for developers. At least, as long as                
they do not affect the gameplay.  
 

6.1 Dark Design  
Our interviews have gathered quite a large amount of information about how the             
microtransactions in games affect the game as a whole. From the data gathered, these              
opinions create a pattern that is supported by both the theories in Dark Design (section 2.3)                
and Psychological Design (section 2.4) sections. The points being made by the participants             
are that free-to-play games are intentionally designed to make them purchase           
microtransactions. The game does this by several specific designs like forcing the player to              
repeat boring and frustrating activities in games if they want to reach a goal or a prize as                  
described by the participant 5: “I have only purchased virtual currency to try and escape               
grinding. A game offers you consumable items that you need to purchase to play the game but                 
you need to grind money for it which may take time and could be seriously boring.”.                
Following our game definition of grinding “performing repetitive and tedious tasks”, the            
word grinding can be used as the word describing the problems above.  
 
If we look at the Temporal Dark Patterns: Grinding(section 2.3.1), we can see that this is                
proof that this problem is a dark pattern that forces the players to have negative experiences                
without their consent. The case is also that the Monetary Dark Pattern: Pay-to-Skip(section             
2.3.2) applies here as well. From the perceptions of the participant 10, we can see how they                 
complain about the game being designed to frustrate them and bore them, in the quote “I can                 
understand how microtransactions would be a way for the developers to make money off of               
their game but I dislike the practice because sometimes the rest of the game would be                
designed around frustrating the player to make them buy currency to accelerate the waiting              
times, etc.”. Now we can prove it by adding the psychology of Ego Depletion Theory(section               



2.4.1), this proves that if a player is forced to repeat mentally draining task then their quality                 
of making thought through decisions will lessen. It will be easier for them to just buy a                 
microtransaction to skip the work and get directly to their goal. This supports the claim of                
Monetary Dark Pattern: Pay-to-Skip(section 2.3.2). External Motivators(section 2.4) can be          
translated as grinding, both lead to a human working to reach some kind of goal even if the                  
work is something that they don’t enjoy. This indicates the possibility that grinding itself is               
heavily based on our psychology. 
 
Additionally, participant 4 mentioned that the game can be designed to create unfair             
gameplay in form of in-game items that are sold as microtransactions : “In certain games you                
can pay for the best items, then the one who has the most money will be "better" at the game                    
than the one who has played it for possibly thousands of hours. "Pay to win" can literally                 
take playing out of a game, which is especially unfair in online games.”. This can take                
advantage of competitiveness of players and lock some content of the game behind a paywall               
as mentioned in both the Monetary Dark Patterns: Monetized Rivalries(section 2.3.2) and Pre             
Delivered Content(section 2.3.2). The in-game items which are locked behind          
microtransactions points towards that the Monetary Dark Patterns: Pre Delivered          
Content(section 2.3.2) theory applies here, especially since these items already exist in the             
game files, but are locked behind a paywall. The Social Comparisons and Malicious Envy              
(section 2.4.2) section describes how microtransactions can create a negative experience for            
players by social comparisons and envy. This is illustrated by the quote of the participant 6                
:“A bad implementation usually involves having the ability to skip progression unlike most             
non-paying players, or perhaps unlocking new abilities/characters/units that would somehow          
end up altering the gameplay to the point where players would not be on equal ground.”. If                 
players are allowed to purchase in-game items that are locked behind paywall and these              
players become somewhat stronger than non-paying players then that could lead to            
psychological drawbacks for both parties. The non-paying players might feel large amount            
malicious envy because the paying players have become more powerful in unfair ways in              
their eyes. At the same time they will frustration and resentment to the other group of players.  
 
In the end the competitiveness of non-paying players can push them to purchase             
microtransactions to gain advantage on the players who have already paid as mentioned by J.               
Mackiewicz (2013). It can be argued that The Social Comparisons and Malicious Envy             
(section 2.4.2) supports the Monetized Rivalries (section 2.3.2) theory because it describes            
how players can be taken advantage of by competitiveness.  
 
6.2 Psychology and Gambling 
The participant 10 mentions how loot boxes are considered to be gambling: “The             
randomisation of crates is an example of gambling which when you open with bought keys               
provide goods of different values.“.This is supported by the newest paper written by T.              
Latvala (2019) (2.4.4 Loot boxes and Gambling), in that paper Latvala mentions how loot              
boxes should be considered gambling because of their similarities to gambling. There is also              



an argument made in that paper that there should be a consideration for loot boxes that cannot                 
be cashed out or don't contain gameplay changing items can lack in elements of gambling.               
Participant 1 has similar opinions to T. Latvala (2019) : “For instance, loot boxes are usually                
cheaper than the more expensive purchasable stuff in the game (which are also available              
through the loot boxes). However, both locking content behind such loot boxes, and turning              
loot boxes into a "cash sink" may not be that good. It might be fun to engage in such a game                     
of chance and it might even be "harmless" fun, if there are ways of obtaining loot boxes                 
without payment.”. There are points of the quote that can be explained by Random Reward               
Mechanisms (2.4.5 Random Reward Mechanisms), R. Lunedal Nielsen and P. Grabarczyk           
(2018) describe how just the openings of those kinds of games of chance would be               
considered entertaining to possibly lure players in. Some aspects of sound effect can be              
specifically designed to increase excitement and drama. Finally, some loot boxes show what             
the player could have won if they were lucky, this is considered to be a trick to make the                   
player try to get those better items and spend more money. Lastly, participant 10 mentions:               
“The randomisation of crates is an example of gambling which when you open with bought               
keys provide goods of different values.“. R. Lunedal Nielsen and P. Grabarczyk (2018) talk              
about how usage of keys can be used to hook the player, by giving them a free loot box but                    
forcing them to purchase a key if they want to open it. 
 
6.3 Digital Deals 
As pointed out by participant 8 : “The design process based around pushing sales of               
microtransactions is a carefully crafted system to take advantage of human psychology. This             
means that they are designed to prey on the players in an attempt to trick them into paying. It                   
is extremely effective.” it can be seen that in their perspective there is a psychological play                
that takes advantage of our psychology to sell players digital deals. J. Madigan (2015)(section              
2.4.3) gives us an example of how pulling down the price and creating deals where a player                 
can buy 5 items for cheaper rather than buying those items outside of that deal for even more                  
money. Madigan proves how this is a trick that prays on our cognitive processing power that                
can be easily taken advantage of by special engineered systems. Humans by quick estimation              
prioritize value over the actual need of the object or item. 

 
6.4 Light Design 
Participant 6 talks about the acceptable microtransaction, in his opinion those are cosmetics :              
“A good implementation of microtransactions is when they offer only cosmetic changes to the              
game: Skins, small model changes, effects - essentially anything that can alter the game's              
appearance without modifying the gameplay to the point of advantage/disadvantage while           
still gratifying the user”. R. Bruno (2017)(section 2.4.6) also talks about how the aesthetic              
microtransaction satisfies players certain needs, for example symbolics. This explains why           
the cosmetics are seen as a good microtransaction, on top of that, they seem to rarely affect                 
gameplay as mentioned by participant 5: “Skins to me are the most acceptable form of               
microtransactions. It only serves as a visual upgrade (or downgrade depending on the             
person) and doesn't affect the gameplay at all.“. 



7. Conclusion  
By researching about “In what ways do game design students perceive microtransactions in             
free-to-play online PC games?” and by analyzing the perceptions, we can say that: 
 

➢ The perception of the participants is that the free-to-play games are designed to make              
the gameplay unfair, intentionally boring and frustrating to specifically push for           
microtransactions.  

➢ Loot boxes have been perceived as gambling by the participants. The           
microtransaction itself is seen as designed to maximize addiction, create an unfairness            
where the chance of getting items is unknown, give free boxes but force to buy a key                 
to open it and locking content. Additionally, it was pointed out that psychological             
tricks are used to make players spend more money on this type of microtransactions.  

➢ Certain people were of the opinion that human psychology is being taken advantage             
of by sales in in-game stores as well as creating an illusion that digital goods in those                 
stores are somehow “limited”.  

➢ Lastly there exists an understanding where the cosmetic types of microtransactions           
are seen as an acceptable form of making money for developers. At least, as long as                
they do not affect the gameplay.  
 

In conclusion, we determined with our data that the large portions of the perception that game                
designers have about microtransactions, is negative. This might be due to the dark patterns              
surrounding microtransactions. The interviewed game designers have been taught different          
game systems and they identified the systems surrounding microtransactions as not in the             
best interest of the players. 
We have identified different levels of acceptance regarding the different types of            
microtransactions. Their most acceptable form seemed to be cosmetics as they did not impact              
the player experience in any way. It’s fair to conclude that they have a negative opinion about                 
them as soon as they start to impact the gameplay of the game.  
 
  
  
  
  
 
  



8. Future Work  
This research study explores some of the aspects of the perception of microtransactions, but              
there are several unexplored topics that could be developed further. The following topics are              
examples for future research that can be explored further: 
 
8.1 Different and Larger Population 
Our study has a very narrow focus and had a very small sample group, all of whom were                  
from the same university and game design program. It would be interesting to see the type of                 
data that could be potentially be gathered with a different and larger population sample. As               
well as how it might differ from the study that we have conducted. Taking samples from                
different schools might also be interesting to explore. It can potentially provide an insight              
into the possible differences of opinions depending on how the students were taught.  
 
8.2 Correlation between Dark Design and Microtransactions  
This study was able to gain an underlying understanding of how the two are connected due to                 
time constraints. Although, this topic that can always be explored and developed further             
upon. Additional interview questions mentioning dark designs to the respondents might have            
made this correlation more clear, as this term was not specifically brought up. Which is               
something that can be researched further. 
 
8.3 Psychological Aspects 
Our study goes slightly into the different psychological aspects of game design but there is               
always room for improvement. It would be interesting to see how predominant this is in               
free-to-play games or any games that include microtransactions. Additionally, it would be            
interesting to see how players perceive psychological aspects in games further. 
 
8.4 Economic Viability of Light Design Patterns 
Given that light design is a relatively new and unexplored aspect of game design patterns, it                
would be interesting to see how light design patterns can be incorporated into games and if it                 
is a sustainable business option. 
 
8.5 Designing Microtransaction with Light Design Patterns 
As previously mentioned, light design patterns is a new concept that there has not been too                
much research about. When it comes to incorporating light design patterns when designing             
microtransactions it would be interesting to see how game designers would go about it. As               
well as, the types of microtransactions would be included since it’s a rather undeveloped              
field. If a study were to be conducted diving further into light design patterns, it would be                 
useful for game design students to have an understanding of the term and include them as an                 
alternative to microtransactions that use dark patterns. 
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Appendix A: Interview Guidelines 
➢ Present the thesis  
➢ Inform about the data collection procedure and the respondents’ confidentiality 

(GDPR) 
➢ Inform the respondent that their participation is voluntary and at any given time the 

respondent can discontinue the interview  
➢ Ask if they have any questions before the interview starts 
➢ Ask for consent to start 

 
Screening Questions: 
Do you know what a microtransaction is?  
Have you played any free-to-play online PC games? 
 
Demographic Questions: 
What is your age? 
What is your Nationality?  
What is/was your minor during the Game Design Degree? 
 
Warm-up Questions: 
What types of games do you play? 
 
Core Interview 
Have you purchased any microtransactions? 
 
What types of microtransactions have you purchased? 
 
What do you think about microtransactions in free-to-play PC games? 
 
What are your thoughts about *specific microtransaction* as a microtransaction? 
 
What do you think about the design of microtransactions? 
 
Final Question: 
Is there anything more that you would like to add? 
 
End of Interview 
 
 

 
 


